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About This Game

Infinity Assassin is an stealth action VR game that you can play with HTC Vive on PC.
You can play various missions as an assassin in the medieval fantasy world.

* Basically, you have to avoid the Guards, hides your body and play very carefully.
* You can move to the Enemy's back and Assassinate him and throw the Firewood to the Bomb, then kill several guard at once.
* For more easy play, yous can Break the Street Light but the guard may be coming to you when he hearing the break sound .

* The mission is very various. Kill the Target, Rescue the Prisoner, Steal the secret letter…etc.
* You can find the hidden hints or key, and using it to clear missions.
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Title: Infinity Assassin (VR)
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
MAMMOSSIX Co., Ltd.
Publisher:
MAMMOSSIX Co., Ltd.
Release Date: 31 Aug, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 10

Processor: Intel i5-4590 equivalent or greater

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 1060 / AMD Radeon RX 480 or greater

DirectX: Version 11

English
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How do I look in the artbook? it doesn't come up when i start it or anything. Adds dinosaurs to an already great game. What
more could you want?. In all honesty, this is one of THE most useful packs in this game for lures. it comes with 2 rods [one of
them would be for muskies and the sorts] but in all honesty i just didnt like that one so i sold it. but for muskie fishermen and
people usually going after the larger fish, the rod would be perfect. But the lighter one. ITS GREAT. i think thats one the 2 rods
i keep with me at all times for its basically my all usage rod. it works great on every medium to medium large fish and can go up
against some of the salmon in alberta. if you need a lure rod pack, this is the one you should get.. 9\/10 A MUST PLAY IF
YOU LIKE A FANTASTIC STORY...gameplay is pretty solid too
A solid and heartfelt story, reliable and solid third person action, a well realized open world filled with detail and interesting
locations, the city of new york serves only as a backdrop for the story seeing that there is almost no side content, but it is a h*ll
of a backdrop i assure you, and it is also a h*ll of a game.

This game is the type of story that you wish had a movie version so you could share this amazing journey with everybody you
know. Nothing in the game is pointless, everything exist because of the story... except for some pretty pervy mags (still dont get
why is that in the game).
. This might be the worst game I've bought. First of all, When I entered the game and changed resolution(1920x1080), the game
just crashed for many times. After I get in the game progress hardly , just crash, And Guess what? When I changed language
option, It crashed again. After I leaved the game and entered again, the option all be reset.
  And I tried get in several time, my profile is gone ......It barely can played in the game, even though deleted the game and
download again...same problem.
  It seems I can run the game normally when I use the original resolution option(not very sure), but it hurt my eyes........
  I've play so many games and Don't encounter the situation. It exceed the refund deadline, or I'll refund it to get back my
money.
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Interactiva story about man who can chance outcome of the war from just building tanks. Couple of different endings and funny
easter eggs. One of the best history lessons about bronze age. I cant wait what comes next from developers. If you are intrested
you can start from demo and buy the game if you like it.. I finished the game (my definition of finishing most games is 100%ing
the achieves) in 3.5 hours and I kinda wish it was longer.
It's a very nice time passing game, not much thought needs to go into it in order to unlock the different girls. I don't care much
about that anyway but I guess it's a nice feature, if you're into it. The girls are quite cute :)
As far as achievements, it's pretty easy to complete and the achieves themselves are pretty. Don't know if there's much
replayability to it after you've finished unlocking all the girls and all the achieves though.

I got it with a 90% off coupon so I think it was worth the price I paid for it
enjoy it if you get it :). Played multiple stages and they are all the same. Same objectives over and over again. Pretty boring
pretty quickly.. Quite good horror for a one sleepless night (or eveinig may be) with an intersting story.. I don't understand who
called this DLC "Stunningly State-of-The-Art".
I agree that some features are nice but basic functionality is out of the expectation.
First of all you won't be able to switch between a slow and fast gear. It's locked in a position slow, however your loco will go
much faster than 50 km\/h.
In the package there are 2 types of freight wagons: Rnoos 64 Freight Car and Zacns95 Tank Freight Car. What is funny, if you
pull tankers you won't be able to go faster that 11 km\/h. What is interesting it doesn't concern Rnoos 64.
So if opening windows and moveable blinds are for you more important than physics, you can buy it (of course not for a full
price), otherwise skip this DLC. I regret now, that spent my money for it.. Having a lot of fun with it so far. Controls could be a
tad tighter for the platforming, but it doesn't diminish the fun at all so far.. Fun fun fun!
Funny and challenging gameplay and the idea is just so awesome, including the sounds :)
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